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ABSTRACT
Silver is known for its biocidal properties. This metal has been used for
decorations and food preservation since ancient times and has also been
used in medicine. Silver foil has been used to cover wounds and burns. In
addition, silver solutions were created to help fight the microorganisms
responsible for causing infections, which helped the wound healing
process. Currently, to increase and optimize the properties of silver, it is
used on a nanometric scale. Nanosilver, due to its expanded spectrum of
properties, is used in many economic sectors, including in the production
of disinfectants and food films, as well as in animal farms. Nanoparticles
are also the basis of nanomedicine action. Creating new drug complexes
with nanosilver and modifying the medical materials used in implantology
or dentistry allow the lives of many people to be saved every day. In
addition, nanosilver particles are commonly used as a specific disinfectant
in the production of hospital materials: dressings, bandages, surgical
masks, hospital clothing and shoes, and equipment. With the growing use
of nanosilver, there are concerns about its harmful effects on living
organisms, because not all its mechanisms of action are known. As is well
known, the dose determines the toxicity of a given substance; the case is
similar for nanosilver. However, is the dose providing antibacterial and
antifungal properties non-toxic to animals and humans? This review
presents a summary of the scientific research showing the scope of
nanosilver activity and the resulting threats.
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Introduction
Medicine is one of the oldest and
most extensive sciences, which has made
enormous progress over the centuries.
Development and modernization of all
research and equipment as well as the
progress of knowledge about all fields of
DOI: https://doi.org/10.18778/1730-2366.16.10

medicine and methods and their practical
use allow the lives of many people to be
saved every day. A new multidisciplinary
field of nanotechnology has found its
application in medicine and pharmacy. It
is a relatively new scientific discipline,
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the intensive development of which is
observed in the 21st century (Rzeszutek
et al. 2014). The precise application of
nanotechnology in medicine is dealt with
by nanomedicine. Its achievements have
potential applications in research areas
such as understanding biological processes at the molecular and cellular level,
drug delivery, medical imaging, in vitro
diagnostics, in vivo diagnostics, tissue
regeneration, structural implants, sensory
aids and surgical aids (Eaton 2007). Its
activity is based on nanoparticles and
nanomaterials (Song et al. 2019).
General characteristics of nanoparticles and nanomaterials
Nanoparticles (NP) are defined as
particles of matter with a size not greater
than 100 nm in each plane. This is a
size comparable to that of enzymes
or receptors whose size is within 5 nm.
On the other hand, nanomaterials are
structures in which at least one
dimension is not larger than 100 nm.
These include zero-dimensional structures such as quantum dots, one-dimensional structures, e.g., carbon tubes or
fullerenes, and more complex structures
such as dendrimers (Espinoza et al.
2020). Due to their nanometric size, NP
have specific chemical, physical and
biological properties (Sahoo et al. 2007).
In addition to the physico-chemical
properties typical of macroparticles, they
gain additional unique features. They are
distinguished by a high correlation of the
number of surface atoms to the number
of atoms in the particle core and a
different behaviour under the influence
of external forces (Sahoo et al. 2007).
The unique properties obtained thanks to
nanometric dimensions include disturbance of the wave function of electrons,
resulting in a change of thermodynamic
stability; changes in electrical, thermal
and magnetic conductivity; reorganization of optical properties; increased
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reactivity, adsorption properties and
antimicrobial activity; and agglomeration
and high specific surface area (Panigrahi
2004; Su and Kang 2020).
Silver nanoparticles – properties
Scientists in nanotechnology focus
their research on, among other things,
metal NP. Among them, silver (Ag) is
very popular. As the data show, this
metal has been used since the earliest
history of humankind. Silver was first
used to make ornaments, but over time
the spectrum of its properties has been
used in everyday life for food preservation as well as in medicine. Silver foil
has been used to cover wounds and
burns, and Ag solutions were created to
help fight the microorganisms responsible for causing infections. Currently,
silver nanoparticles (NPAg) are used in
many fields of science (Chen et al.
2009). It is also possible to modify
various materials and raw materials with
NPAg. This may consist of depositing
NPAg in carriers or coating other
surfaces with them. Thanks to such
modifications, the newly created materials will acquire antifungal, antibacterial,
virucidal, anti-static and impregnating
properties (Xu et al. 2006). NPAg are
observed to have from 20–15,000
element atoms in their structure. Their
biocidal effect is possible due to the
influence of silver on the damage to
cell membranes, protein denaturation,
generation of reactive oxygen species,
inhibition of DNA replication and
disruption of the synthesis of certain
proteins (Szymański et al. 2012;
Yamanaka et al. 2005). The bactericidal
activity of NPAg depends on the
composition of the bacterial cell wall.
The presence of peptidoglycan in the cell
wall reduces the sensitivity of bacteria
to silver, so Gram-negative bacteria are
more susceptible to the toxic effects of
NP than Gram-positive bacteria (Kim
15
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et al. 2007). Moreover, studies have been
conducted which show that the formation
of connections of NPAg with antibacterial drugs such as amoxicillin, penicillin
G or clindamycin enhances their action
(Shahverdi et al. 2007).
Applications of nanosilver
Disinfectants
Colloidal silver has a wide range of
potential applications due to its antimicrobial properties. Despite the contemporary improvements in hygiene in
biomedicine, education, the surrounding
environment and industry, the problem
of public health in the world is becoming
important. In order to overcome various
strategies, infections have been reduced
by using various disinfectants (Jones et al.
2008). Disinfectants are chemicals that
are applied to a surface to kill or inhibit
microorganisms. They are useful in our
daily life as they kill especially microorganisms without endangering human
health. Moreover, they are abundant in
quantity, efficient, cheap and non-toxic
(Jones et al. 2008). Various chemical
compounds such as alcohols, quaternary
ammonium cations, aldehydes, oxidizing
agents such as sodium hypochlorite,
hydrogen peroxides, iodine, etc. have
been successfully introduced as disinfectants; however, due to various limitations
such as harmfulness, corrosivity and
bacterial resistance these compounds are
no longer widely used. Agents containing
colloidal silver can be used for the
sterilization and disinfection of both
production rooms, e.g. poultry processing
plants, and medical rooms. A number
of tests were carried out to determine
whether nanosilver can prevent the
production of odorous pollutants during
incubation, and thus reduce the emission
of harmful gases in breeding and farm
rooms. The results showed that the use of
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nanosilver preparations to disinfect eggs
and brooders reduced microbial contamination. The bactericidal and fungicidal
effectiveness of the preparation used was
comparable to that of UV radiation, and
its effectiveness increased during incubation. Positive results were obtained in
terms of the level of organic gaseous
pollutants, which decreased by 86%
after the use of nanosilver preparations
(Banach et al. 2016; ChmielowiecKorzeniowska et al. 2007).
Medical rooms and hospital rooms are
particularly exposed to the presence of
bacteria; in order to prevent the infection
of patients and staff, disinfection with
nanosilver is used. One of the main
routes of transmission is through contact
with contaminated surfaces where nosocomial pathogens form settled communities known as biofilms. During the formation of biofilms, these pathogens are
extremely resistant to antibiotics and
standard cleaning procedures. Therefore,
in order to eliminate the formation of
biofilms on these surfaces, intense efforts
have been made, especially in recent
years, to develop new antimicrobial
surfaces containing silver or nanosilver
that can be used to prevent biofilm
formation. Disinfectants in use today
are less effective against certain strains
of bacteria. Microorganisms such as
Staphylococcus aureus and Pseudomonas aeruginosa, which are found in
hospital rooms, cause chronic infections
by becoming resistant to disinfectants
(Khalid et al. 2020; McCarlie et al.
2020). Examples of the use of NPAg as
disinfectants are shown in Table 1.
Medical equipment
Currently, colloidal silver is widely
used as a disinfectant in the production
of hospital materials: dressings, bandages,
surgical masks, hospital clothes and
shoes, and medical equipment (Leaper
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Table 1. Examples of use of NPAg as disinfectants (Alonso et al. 2013; Close et al. 2016; Deshmukh et al.
2018; Ko et al. 2014; Vasile et al. 2017).
Material
Ag/TiO2
NPAg/SiO2
Ag-co-NP
NPAg/chitosan
PLA/ZnO/Cu/Ag bionanocomposites

Disinfecting activity
Antibacterial activity
Fast and synergistic antimicrobial activity in air filters
Water purification
Wound healing
Prolonged freshness of food products

2006). NPAg are effectively used in
catheters for better antimicrobial activity
and zero thrombogenicity. Cardiovascular stents and catheters require coating
with antimicrobial agents such as NPAg
to prevent thrombosis. NP have prolonged activity, greater bactericidal and
bacteriostatic properties, and lower
toxicity in vivo (Chaloupka et al. 2010).
The first cardiovascular medical
device to use silver in the clinic was a
silver-coated silicone prosthetic heart
valve that was designed to prevent
bacterial infection on the silicone valve
and reduce the inflammatory response
(Grunkemeier et al. 2006). Metallic silver can cause hypersensitivity, inhibit
the normal function of fibroblasts and
lead to pericranial leakage in patients
(Jamieson et al. 2009). NPAg are safe
and non-toxic in medical devices, unlike
metallic silver. Therefore, Andara et al.
(2006) synthesized a new nanocomposite
with NPAg and diamond-like carbon as
the surface coating of heart valves and
stents, and found that the surface of the
nanocomposite exhibited antithrombotic
and antibacterial properties. In addition,
Ghanbari et al. (2009) and Fu et al.
(2006) also constructed antimicrobial
multilayer films containing NPAg and
investigated their in vitro antibacterial,
mechanical and haemodynamic properties for use in coating cardiovascular
implants.
Much research has been done to
investigate NPAg as antimicrobial
materials for coating catheters, including
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central venous catheters and neurosurgical catheters. Silverline (Spiegelberg
GmbH and Co. KG, Hamburg, Germany)
and ON-Q Silver Soaker™ (I-Flow
Corporation, California, USA) are two
commercially available medical catheters
containing NPAg to prevent infection
(Chaloupka et al. 2010). Medical
catheters are prone to bacterial infections
that can spread rapidly into the wound
and its surroundings and lead to serious
complications. Andara et al. (2006)
found that nanosilver-coated plastic
catheter tubes can inhibit bacterial
growth in vitro for at least 72 hours,
without significant toxicity, in an animal
model.
In addition, the bone cement used in
surgery is doped with NPAg with
poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) to
reduce the risk of bacterial infections.
The rate of infection has been shown
to be lower with Ag and shows no
cytotoxicity in murine fibroblasts or
human osteoblasts, indicating good
biocompatibility (Jiranek et al. 2006). Alt
et al. (2004) assessed the antibacterial activity of ordinary PMMA bone
cement loaded with various concentrations of NPAg in vitro and found that
bone cement loaded with 1% nanosilver
completely inhibited the multiplication
of Staphylococcus epidermidis and
S. aureus without a significant difference
between nanosilver bone cement and the
non-toxic control group and qualitative
cytotoxicity tests. NPAg was also added
to ultra-high molecular weight polyethy-
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lene to produce inserts for total joint
component replacement, and NPAg was
found to drastically reduce polymer
consumption (Morley et al. 2007). NPAg
are also combined with materials such as
mineral compounds or polymers, and
used in implantology. This combination
improves biocidal efficacy by counteracting particle aggregation, which is one
of the more serious problems in the use
of implants (Magalhães et al. 2012). In
dental implantology, titanium plates are
combined with nanosilver. Thanks to this
application, bacteria such as Porphyromonas gingivalis and Actinobacillus
actinomycetemcomitans, which cause
periodontal disease, do not live on
implants (Liao et al. 2010). In dentistry,
preparations with the addition of nanosilver are increasingly used to eliminate
bacterial biota. Currently, they are most
often used in endodontics. There are also
toothpastes on the market that contain
NPAg in order to better combat oral
microbiota (Pokrowiecki and Mielczarek
2012). NPAg are also used in dental
appliances. It has been shown that a resin
composite incorporated into materials
containing NPAg exerts a long-lasting
inhibitory effect against Streptococcus
mutans (Faiyaz et al. 2019; Rabani et al.
2019; Yoshida et al. 1999). It has also
been shown that a resin composite
containing fillers implanted with silver
ions releases antimicrobial silver ions
on oral streptococci (Corrêa et al. 2015).
Moreover, Magalhães et al. (2012)
showed that the inclusion of NPAg in
endodontic filling materials provides
much better antibacterial activity against
Streptococcus milleri, Staphylococcus
aureus and Enterococcus faecalis.
NPAg in dental adhesives is also very
effective against streptococci without
affecting the adhesives’ mechanical
properties, thus enabling their use in
orthodontic procedures (Ahn et al. 2009;
Gitipour et al. 2017).
18

Silver nanoparticle components with
drugs and wound healing
The demand for drug delivery systems
with a novel mode of action in order
to improve the solubility and stability
of potent drugs and to minimize their
toxicity is a major impetus for research
into drug delivery systems (Chirra et al.
2016; Ghosh et al. 2008; Mandal 2017).
Features such as prolonged drug action or
the release time of the active substance
are also improved. Ligands can be
attached to the surface of NP, allowing
the distribution of drugs to precisely
defined places in the biological system
(Wojnicki et al. 2019).
The incorporation of NPAg into
nucleic acid production is an ideal RNAbased therapy system. Lee et al. (2007)
developed conjugates suitable for spherical nucleic acid colloids using NPAg
functionalized with an oligonucleotide.
These tricyclic disulphide groups in
oligonucleotides improve particle stability and are effective in tolerating heat,
ageing and oxidative degradation. The
NP potential of the molecular entity
to detect pathophysiological defects in
malignant cells and tumours therapeutic
gene load was significantly higher when
it formed a drug (doxorubicin – DOX)
conjugate with graphene oxide (GO).
It was observed that the uptake of
GO-Ag-DOX by tumour cells was 8.4
times higher than in normal cells. This
GO-Ag-DOX combination not only
selectively released the drug but also
helped in photothermal ablation of the
tumour after near-infrared stimulation
(Shi et al. 2014). The creation of a
composite of NPAg and drug resulted
in increased affinity for malignant cells
compared to normal cells, significantly
reduced side effects and increased the
chemophotothermal potential of the
therapeutic agents.
Another study on the development of
NPAg-drug complexes was carried out
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by Chen et al. (2013). They developed a
hybrid nanocomposite Fe3O4-C-Ag, the
combination of which with a cytostatic,
after stimulation with infrared light,
resulted in increased apoptosis of
neoplastic cells. Wang et al. (2012)
developed silver nanocarriers targeting
a tumour bearing the folate receptor
by functionalizing the surface of NPAg
with folic acid. The presence of folic acid
provided NPAg with an exceptionally
high affinity for tumour receptors.
Nanocarrier therapy resulted in a slow
release of drug (DOX) into the tumour
cytoplasm and induced apoptosis. They
developed the biocompatible Ag-SiO2mTiO2 triplex, an excellent example of
using the NP endocytosis mechanism to
increase cellular uptake and consistent
delivery of anticancer drugs. Cytotoxicity
studies with these nanocolloids against
cellular breast adenocarcinoma have
shown their biocompatibility. Thanks to
the use of the Ag nanocarrier, the amount
of mesoporous silica increased significantly, which made it possible to deliver
more drug to cancer cells. Successful in
vitro internalization and the potential to
induce apoptosis of lung adenocarcinoma
cells compared to normal cells demonstrated the biocompatibility of the nanocomposite, raising the prospect of using
it as a vehicle for the treatment of lung
cancer (Singh et al. 2013).
The combination of allicin and NPAg
has been tested for skin infections due
to methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus
aureus (Sharifi-Rad et al.). The study
showed that the minimum inhibitory
concentration and minimum bacterial
concentration for this drug combination
are lower and therefore useful in treating
the skin to avoid skin infections. Silver
ions contained in dressings are present
at a maximum equal concentration of
1 ppm. The Ag+ ion concentration is
related to the presence of chloride ions in
the wound. Silver ions react with chloride
SILVER NANOPARTICLES

ions to form an insoluble AgCl salt,
which limits the access of Ag+ ions to the
deeper layers of the wound. In vitro
studies show that a concentration of
1 ppm is sufficient to obtain a bactericidal effect (Ip et al. 2006).
The participation of nanosilver in the
wound healing process is related to
the mechanism of local production of
hydrogen peroxide and other reactive
oxygen species (ROS). They are mainly
produced by active NADPH oxidase in
inflammatory cells. Ag+ ions inhibit
the action of serine proteases, thanks to
which they have anti-inflammatory
properties. Further research has proved
the anti-inflammatory properties of
NPAg. In a porcine model of contaminated wounds, NPAg have been shown to
inhibit the activity of matrix metalloproteinases, increasing the apoptosis of
inflammatory cells, thereby reducing
inflammation (Chambers et al. 2002).
Laboratory studies in mice have also
provided information about the antiinflammatory properties of NPAg. Silver
ions inhibit the expression of TNF-α and
IL-12 cytokines, leading to the death of
inflammatory cells. However, when used
at an inappropriate concentration, NPAg
show anti-proliferative activity (Bhol
et al. 2004). Therefore, it is important to
determine the appropriate dose of NPAg
in various types of dressings or other
medical materials applied directly to
wounds. However, Ag+ ions used in the
nano form can unexpectedly interact
with biological systems, showing high
reactivity and toxicity. The distinguishing feature of the use of nano forms
is the release of 100 times more Ag+ ions
than when using macro-size NPAg
(Asharani et al. 2009).
Numerous in vivo studies have proven
the greater antimicrobial efficacy of
dressings using NPAg and not bulk
silver. The penetration of xenobiotics and
NP through broken skin is much easier
19
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than through non-traumatized skin.
Therefore, new dressing formulas
containing silver preparations began to
be developed. Studies have shown that
the Ag+ ions released are not absorbed
systemically. In the case of skin burn
treatment with 0.5% silver nitrate, Ag+
ions were localized in urine and blood at
a maximum concentration of 120 µg/L. It
was then found that silver was deposited
in the tissues, leading to argyria. Similar
data were provided by a report on the
condition of a patient with extensive
burns to the body treated with nanosilver
dressings – the boy had symptoms of
argyria and the plasma silver concentration was 107 µg/kg body weight (Trop
et al. 2006).
Food films
In recent years, there has been a
growing need in the food industry to
develop antimicrobial films for food
packaging, bottles and containers to
avoid microbial spoilage of food and to
extend or preserve the shelf life of food
products. Food packaging is used to
protect food, vegetables and fruit against
environmental pollution or bacteria, to
ensure product quality and consumer
safety. Oxidation and microbial invasion
are the main factors causing the
deterioration of product quality during
production, transport and storage (Han
et al. 2018). Currently, NPAg, silver
nitrate and nanoclay are widely used in
the food packaging industry to counter
microbial contamination and improve
barrier properties, thus extending the
shelf life and freshness of packaged food
and beverages (Bumbudsanpharoke et al.
2015; Huang et al. 2018; Mousavi et al.
2015; Tavakoli et al. 2017).
Colloidal silver and silver nitrate have
been used in the United States for over
100 years (Nowack et al. 2011).
Martınez-Abad et al. (2012) incorporated
silver nitrate (0.1–10%) into ethylene-
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vinyl alcohol (EVOH) films and tested
their antimicrobial properties against
Listeria monocytogenes and Salmonella
spp. They used a bacterial challenge test
(Russel 2003) to evaluate the antimicrobial resistance of EVOH composite
films to low-protein food samples
(lettuce, apple peel and eggshell) and
high-protein food samples (chicken,
marinated pork and cheese) contaminated with bacterial strains. The results
showed a representative number of viable
L. monocytogenes bacteria on apple skins
treated with EVOH composite membranes containing 0.1, 1 and 10 wt% AgNO3
(Ag+ ions) but in the samples coated
with the composite film containing 10%
AgNO3 or the control (AgNO3 aqueous
solution), a reduction in bacterial populations was demonstrated.
In general, NPAg show a beneficial
effect on the silver nitrate salt in food
packaging films, since NPAg allows
sustained release of Ag+ ions due to the
size-dependent Ag+/Ag0 ratio on their
surface (Chaloupka et al. 2010). In this
regard, low NPAg charges are added to
the polymer films to release enough Ag+
ions to ensure effective bactericidal
activity (Lopez-Carballo et al. 2013).
Tavakoli et al. (2017) produced
polyethylene (PE) films with 1%, 2% and
3% NPAg using an extrusion process.
They proved that PE/NPAg packaging
films reduce mould and E. coli attack
on walnuts, hazelnuts, almonds and
pistachios for longer periods, thus
increasing shelf life and preserving
nut quality. The widespread use of
polymer/NPAg packaging films in the
food industry has raised concerns about
the migration of NPAg from films or
food containers. In this context, Huang
et al. (2011) used commercial PE/nanosilver film bags for four kinds of foodsimulating solutions, representing water,
acid, alcohol and fatty foods, at 25–50 °C
for 3 to 15 days, respectively. Based on
MARTA KĘDZIERSKA, KATARZYNA MIŁOWSKA
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spectroscopic measurements of atomic
absorption, they observed the migration
of Ag0 from commercial PE/nanosilver
films to food simulants. They believe that
Ag+ ions are also released from nanocomposite films when exposed to foodsimulating solutions. Moreover, Ag+ ions
are readily reduced to Ag0 in the presence of acid environments. Echegoyen
and Nerin (2013) have also reported the
presence of both elemental Ag0 and Ag+
ions in commercial polyolefin foil packages and nanosilver containers.
The European Food Safety Authority
(EFSA) has recommended upper limits
for silver migration from packaging,
which should not exceed 0.05 mg/L in
water and 0.05 mg/kg in food. It shows
that determination of the silver migration
level is essential to ensure strong
antimicrobial activity (EFSA Scientific
Committee 2011).
Food packaging falls into two
categories; first, improved packaging in
which nanomaterials are embedded in
gas barrier plastics, and second, active
packaging in which nanomaterials interact directly with food and prevent its
microbial contamination. In the filmmaking process, NPAg are coated,
absorbed or incorporated directly by a
simple chemical route (Duncan 2011;
Vasile et al. 2017). Although NPAg
increase the shelf life of food, there is a
need to assess the hazards and risks of
their migration from the packaging to the
food for consumer safety. Improved food
quality and shelf life are achieved
through active packaging, which reduces
microbial contamination from the field,
and cold storage and consumption areas
(Singh and Sahareen 2017).
Cozmuta et al. (2015) described
Ag/TiO2 nanocomposites in packaging
made of high-density polyethylene
(HDP-P) film, which increase the
durability and microbiological safety of
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bread in comparison with commonly
used packaging. Orange juice kept in PEbased packaging with an Ag-TiO2-Fe
composite retained the same colour,
texture and taste as freshly prepared
juice, even after 10 days of storage.
Silver and iron have been found to have
better antimicrobial properties against
yeasts and moulds than TiO2 alone (Peter
et al. 2014).
Ramos et al. (2016) reported that a
study of NPAg migration from a plastic
baby’s bottle and food container revealed
less agglomeration and oxidation of
NPAg. This depends on the nature of the
polymer and its storage conditions.
SP-ICPMS techniques were used to
determine the ionic silver and NPAg in
extremely diluted samples. Therefore,
this method is better for obtaining
accurate information on the size and
concentration of NP in complex extracts
in a smaller amount in a short time,
avoiding agglomeration and oxidation of
NPAg.
Silver and copper NP were impregnated with guar gum nanocomposites and
the effects on thermo-mechanical, optical, spectral, oxygen barrier and antimicrobial properties of the film were
investigated. This material showed good
film properties for active food packaging applications, although the commercialization of such materials requires
additional research on the effects of NP
on food and further impact on human
health (Arfat et al. 2017).
Textiles
There is also now a growing interest
in the use of silver-based nanomaterials
as antimicrobials in the textile sector. As
sterile textiles are one of the common
goals identified by scientists, bacteriafree fabrics would be subject to different
uses. In order to functionalize textiles,
NP can play a major role due to their
specification. Various textiles properties
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such as repulsion stimulation, noncreasing, anti-static, enhanced strength,
hydrophobicity and antimicrobial activity
are very important for increasing the
durability, quality and elasticity of the
textiles. The textile industry is changing
and introducing new technologies not
only in the processing of textiles, but also
in the use of antimicrobials to avoid
bacterial contamination. Nowadays,
human awareness of bacterial infections
caused by textile products has increased.
The transfer of microorganisms from
the surface of textiles to human skin is
a serious health problem. Therefore,
textiles can be ‘treated’ to avoid infection
(Ahmad et al. 2020).
Modern methods used in the textile
industry are largely based on nanotechnology. Choosing the right antimicrobial
agent is a difficult task. The use of NP is
more beneficial than that of traditional
antimicrobial agents such as alkali
metals, quaternary ammonium compounds and triclosan because they are more
stable and cheaper to produce (Kim
2019; Wagener et al. 2016).
There are various methods of
applying silver in textiles. These can
involve colloidal solutions and dispersed
NP as well as silver salts insoluble in
water. One method is based on the
reduction of the water-soluble silver salt
that occurs directly on the surface and
inside the pores of cellulose fibres (e.g.
cotton). The product of this reaction is
metallic silver at nano size. NPAg
located inside the pores of cellulose
fibres have the ability to aggregate,
thanks to which they are fixed there,
making it difficult to rinse them out of
the material. This means that the
enriched textile retains its bactericidal
effect after repeated washing. Materials
with NPAg inside and on the surface can
be used for the production of medical
devices used in the treatment of patients
with skin infection caused by burns,
22

wounds or postoperative infection. They
can also be used to make socks, shoe
inserts, underwear, duvet covers and
bedding, towels, laboratory coats and
medical clothing (Ilic et al. 2010; López
et al. 2013).
Animal husbandry
Livestock farming is the only agricultural sector associated with animals
as a source of meat, skin, milk, eggs
or other foodstuffs. During the routine
activity of animals, there is a possibility
of infection with various pathogenic
microorganisms. There is therefore a
need to extend disinfection to animals.
NPAg disinfectants are used to disinfect the surface of an animal’s body
and as a disinfectant for water. Various
diseases caused by bacteria, viruses, fungi
and other unicellular microorganisms
have been successfully controlled with
NPAg. They inhibit the reproduction
and growth of bacteria and fungi
responsible for infection, unpleasant
odours, itching and impaired wound
healing. NPAg have been found to be
highly effective, fast acting, deodorizing,
non-toxic, non-sensitizing, hydrophilic
and therefore very effective in terms of
bacterial res-istance. Therefore, NP are
used as a disinfectant in animal husbandry for disinfection and disease
prevention (Kovalenko et al. 2020; Nia
2009).
There are many potential sources of
infection on poultry farms. Various
microorganisms and their endotoxins are
responsible for infectious diseases and
spread in the environment through
bioaerosols called organic dust. This
organic dust reaches about 3 kilometres
from its place of origin and causes
serious respiratory infections (Hegarty
et al. 2007; Tymczyna et al. 2007). Many
attempts and studies have been made to
defeat the infection in a way that does not
endanger the environment and does not
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have a negative impact on human health.
Many chemical compounds have been
used, such as organic acids, hydrogen
peroxide, sodium bicarbonate, sodium
orthophosphate, etc. However, none of
them meets all the requirements, being
variously less soluble, expensive, toxic or
not able to be applied directly to the
product (Hegarty et al. 2007). One of
the potential organic compounds used
for disinfection is formaldehyde due to
its low cost and high biocidal activity.
However, it is too toxic and carcinogenic.
Data in the literature show that NP
with strong biocidal properties can be an
outstanding alternative (Konopka et al.
2009; Metak and Ajaal 2013).
NPAg are effective against a wide
range of Gram-negative and Grampositive bacteria. Gram-negative bacteria
include Acinetobacter, Escherichia,
Pseudomonas, Salmonella and Vibrio,
while Gram-positive bacteria include
Bacillus, Clostridium, Enterococcus, Listeria, Staphylococcus and Streptococcus
(Banach et al. 2016). Studies have shown
that NP with a diameter of 22.5 nm
enhance the antimicrobial activity of
some antibiotics such as penicillin G,
amoxicillin, erythromycin, clindamycin
and vancomycin (Anjali et al. 2020;
Kaur et al. 2019; Shahverdi et al. 2007).
Sun et al. (2005) found that NPAg are
effective against many viruses and also
inhibit HIV-1 replication. NPAg have
also been found to inhibit the reproduction of a large number of fungi:
Aspergillus, Candida and Saccharomyces
(Tsai et al. 2019).
As a disinfectant, nanosilver plays a
very important role in animal husbandry
where the sanitary conditions of transport
chambers or the space used for storing
animals are important (Gond et al. 2019).
Some workers have reported that diets
enriched with nanomaterials reduce the
toxic activity of aflatoxin-contaminated
feeds (Hassan et al. 2019).
SILVER NANOPARTICLES

Sawosz et al. (2012) assessed the
levels of NPAg residues in egg shells
and tissues. This study revealed that
nanosilver stimulates oxidative stress in
chickens obtained from eggs disinfected
with nanosilver. Disinfection turned out
to be very effective in the development
of embryos and makes them sensitive
to even very small amounts of toxic
substances.
NPAg have been tested as feed additives to stimulate the growth of birds
and weaning pigs. The study found that
NPAg up to 100 nm in size exhibit higher
antimicrobial activity than silver salts.
Silver salts are inactivated by stomach
acids and easily absorbed into the body
through the intestinal mucosa. At the
same time, NP cannot be digested by
gastric juice in the intestines and have a
less toxic effect compared to silver salts
(Abad-Álvaro et al. 2019). NPAg used as
a potential dietary supplement have a
positive effect on the growth of piglets,
which can be achieved thanks to the
antimicrobial properties of the feed. The
NPAg kill bacterial groups or reduce
the microbial load of the small intestine
of pigs (Deshmukh et al. 2019). In the
future, there are many opportunities to
expand innovative industrial pathways
using nanosilver.
Toxicity of nanosilver
The toxicity of nanosilver is closely
related to the release of Ag+ ions. The
oxidation rate of these ions depends on
the surface coating of nanosilver, coexisting molecules, especially thiolcontaining compounds, lighting conditions
and the interaction of nanosilver with
nucleic acids, lipid molecules and
proteins in the biological system. It has
been shown that nanosilver penetrates
cells and is internalized. One of the
main mechanisms of toxicity is causing
oxidative stress through the production of

ROS, which causes DNA damage, activation
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of antioxidant enzymes, depletion of
antioxidant molecules (e.g. glutathione),
protein binding and inactivation, as well
as damage to the cell membrane (Rezvani
et al. 2019).
Nanosilver can penetrate the cell by
diffusion and endocytosis, leading to
mitochondrial dysfunction. An important
mechanism of the toxicity of nanosilver
is its interaction with sulphur-containing
macromolecules such as proteins, due to
the high affinity of silver for sulphur
(Guo et al. 2019). Arora et al. (2009)
studied the toxicity of nanosilver in
primary fibroblasts and liver cells and
found that nanosilver is present in
mitochondria and triggers antioxidant
mechanisms. Braydich-Strolle et al.
(2010) used mouse stem cells and found
that smaller nanosilver particles were
more involved in the production of ROS
and the induction of apoptosis.
Trickler et al. (2010) found that
the cytotoxicity of polyvinylpyrrolidone
(PVP)-coated nanosilver in rat brain cells
depends on the size and shape of the NP
and causes pro-inflammatory effects.

Hussain et al. (2005) assessed the in vitro
toxicity of several types of NP, including
nanosilver (15 and 100 nm), against a
liver-derived rat cell line (BRL 3A).
After 24 hours of exposure, mitochondrial function and membrane integrity
(measured as leakage of lactate dehydrogenase) were significantly reduced at the
5 and 10 mg/mL doses. The leakage of
lactate dehydrogenase was dose-dependent and greater for 100 nm NP than for
15 nm nanosilver.
The results of many studies indicate
that there are several routes of exposure
to the toxic effects of nanosilver (Figure 1). Exposure to nanosilver can lead to
genotoxicity and DNA damage (Ivask
et al. 2015; Lebedová et al. 2017; Li
et al. 2017b), an inflammatory response
in the liver and kidneys, and lung,
heart, intestinal and spleen dysfunction
(Lankveld et al. 2010; Rosas-Hernández
et al. 2009). Numerous in vivo studies on
mammalian cells suggest that the liver
is particularly vulnerable to nanosilver
exposure, which, due to its detoxifying
role in the body, accumulates relatively

Figure 1. Potential routes of exposure to the toxic effects of nanosilver
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large amounts of NP (Ema et al. 2017;
Jia et al. 2017). Recent proteomic
research has proven the adverse health
effects caused by exposure to Ag+ and
NPAg, where both forms of silver
induced similar forms of signalling and
metabolic changes (Juling et al. 2018).
Subsequent work on the toxicological
effects of NPAg and Au reports increased
liver enzyme function, indicating liver
toxicity and damage. Hepatitis is manifested by an increase in the amount of t
he inflammatory cytokines interleu-kin-6
(IL-6) and tumour necrosis factor alpha
(TNFα) (Al-Bishri 2018).
The increasing possibilities of using
nanosilver contribute to the increase in
the number of people working in exposure to this substance; therefore, it is
important to understand the mechanism
of toxicity of NP to human cells. In
studies on the toxic effects of NPAg on
human cells, it was shown that, like in
mice, the liver is the organ most
susceptible to NPAg accumulation. The
effect of NPAg on the HepG2 cell line
was checked using the micronucleus test,
viability test and DNA array analysis.
Research shows that many major biological processes are altered, ultimately
leading to cell apoptosis (Cavallin et al.
2018; Sahu et al. 2015). Genotoxicity
is based on the evolution of the major
DNA damage response pathway. The
GADD45a gene was tested after exposure to NPAg in HepG2 liver and
A549 lung epithelial cells. The results
showed that NPAg produces a strong
dose-dependent transcriptional increase
and activation of the GADD45a promoter. This is indicated by luciferase
activity along with a significant decrease
in cell viability. Additionally, compared
to A549 luciferase cells, HepG2 luciferase cells are more susceptible to NPAg
because a higher level of genotoxicity is
induced (Wang et al. 2017).
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Inhalation is one of the potential ways
of being exposed to nanosilver, particularly through consumer products such
as disinfectants in the form of sprays.
Inhaled NP can accumulate deep in the
lungs and interact with pulmonary
surfactant (PS). It has been found that
upon contact with PS, NPAg are immediately surrounded by a crown of
biomolecules that contains both lipids
and proteins. While lipids remain
unchanged, proteins undergo significant
changes (Hu et al. 2017). Toxicity studies
of starch-coated NPAg against IMR-90
human lung fibroblasts showed a dosedependent reduction in ATP con-tent and
DNA damage due to Ag deposition
and interaction with DNA followed by
G2/M cell cycle arrest (Asharani et al.
2009). Studies by Gliga et al. (2018) on
the BEAS-2B cell line involved exposing
the cells to 1 mg/mL NPAg (10 nm) for
6 weeks. RNA sequencing, as well as
genome-wide DNA methylation analysis,
showed that repeated, long-term human
exposure to low doses of nanosilver is
pro-fibrotic and induces epithelialmesenchymal transition (EMT) and cell
transformation.
Subsequent studies on the cytotoxicity
of modified PEI-NPAg (polyethyleneimine-silver nanoparticles) and PEGNPAg (polyethylene glycol-silver nanoparticles) were carried out on HTB182
lung cancer cells and normal human
bronchial epithelial (hBE) cells. NPAg
toxicity to HTB182 and hBE was shown
to be dose-dependent and more noticeable in cancer cells. The surface modification of NPAg significantly influenced
their anticancer/anti-proli-ferative properties (Su et al. 2017).
NPAg can now easily come into
contact with the human reproductive
system through the use of contraceptives
and hygiene products. Given that NPAg
can cross the placenta and that pregnant
women and the early fetus are more
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susceptible to harmful external factors, it
is important to understand the effects of
nanosilver on the reproductive system
and fetal development. The studies of
(Kang and Park 2018) found that the
effect of the minimum amount of Ag+
ions on human prostate cancer cells
reduces the transactivation of dihydrotestosterone, an essential male reproducetive hormone (Ema et al. 2017). Another
relatively new study on sperm functionnality showed that NPAg adversely affect
genes involved in spermatogenesis and
sperm functionality, at both low and high
doses. This study showed that NPAg
interfere with the chemical activity of
the reproductive endocrine system in
prepuberty and adolescence (Cavallin
et al. 2018).
Nanosilver is present in many
consumer products, the production, use
and disposal of which can lead to
environmental hazards. Disinfecting and
washing products are one of the many
ways that NPAg can enter the ecosystem.
They undergo many transformations in
the environment, including aggregation
and agglomeration, the most significant
of which are dissolution and the resulting
formation of various chemical compounds, mainly sulphides and chlorides.
Silver sulphide (Ag2S) is important
because it is insoluble in all solvents,
making it a persistent compound in the
environment (Li et al. 2017a). Ag2S can
be found in wastewater treatment plants
and sometimes even in freshwater. The
biotoxicity of silver depends directly on
the type of silver compound present in
the environment. While the movement of
Ag+ in soil and sediments is extremely
limited, silver may behave differently on
a nanometric scale (Levard et al. 2012).
Summary
This article provides a comprehensive
and up-to-date overview of the synthesis
and properties of NPAg and their
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antibacterial and cytotoxic effects in
mammalian cells. The bactericidal
activity of NPAg has led to their
widespread use in cosmetics, medical
products, anti-microbial dressings, etc.
However, the extensive use of NPAg
has raised serious public concerns
regarding the safety and environmental
impact of these products. In this regard,
it is considered necessary to study the
interaction between NPAg and biological
cells in order to better understand the
health risks of using NP. Many studies
have shown that nanosilver damages
membranes and is responsible for
mitochondrial disorders, the generation
of ROS, oxidative stress and DNA
damage.
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